Abstract. For more than half a century, ecologists and historians have been integrating the contemporary study of ecosystems with data gathered from historical sources to evaluate change over broad temporal and spatial scales. This approach is especially useful where ecosystems were altered before formal study as a result of natural resources management, land development, environmental pollution, and climate change. Yet, in many places, historical documents do not provide precise information, and pre-historical evidence is unavailable or has ambiguous interpretation. There are similar challenges in evaluating how the fire regime of chaparral in California has changed as a result of fire suppression management initiated at the beginning of the 20th century. Although the firestorm of October 2003 was the largest officially recorded in California (;300 000 ha), historical accounts of pre-suppression wildfires have been cited as evidence that such a scale of burning was not unprecedented, suggesting the fire regime and patch mosaic in chaparral have not substantially changed. We find that the data do not support pre-suppression megafires, and that the impression of large historical wildfires is a result of imprecision and inaccuracy in the original reports, as well as a parlance that is beset with hyperbole. We underscore themes of importance for critically analyzing historical documents to evaluate ecological change. A putative 100 mile long by 10 mile wide (160 3 16 km) wildfire reported in 1889 was reconstructed to an area of chaparral ;40 times smaller by linking local accounts to property tax records, voter registration rolls, claimed insurance, and place names mapped with a geographical information system (GIS) which includes data from historical vegetation surveys. We also show that historical sources cited as evidence of other large chaparral wildfires are either demonstrably inaccurate or provide anecdotal information that is immaterial in the appraisal of pre-suppression fire size. Since historical evidence is inadequate for reconstructing a statistical distribution of pre-suppression fire sizes to compare with post-suppression data, other more propitious methods of evaluating change are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Historical documents can be useful to reconstruct past ecological conditions, especially where long-term study is lacking, and management activities or environmental pollution have altered ecosystems. Yet, historical ecological data is often imprecise compared to modern empiricism for a variety of reasons. Some documents may be older than modern methods of study, while others did not have an ecological purpose (see review by Grove and Rackham 2001) . However, imprecision does not diminish the importance of historical documents as a source of ecological data because an expanded breadth of time is needed to evaluate changes in complex ecosystem processes (see reviews by Swetnam et al. 1999 , Jackson et al. 2001 . It is necessary to recognize the limitations to interpreting historical accounts so that hypotheses are accurately tested.
Evaluating how wildfire patterns have changed in the California chaparral as a result of fire suppression management provides a clear example of the need for long-term data, as well as the limitations associated with historical sources that are useful in ecological studies. Two contrasting hypotheses are proposed: that fire suppression management has selected for large escaped chaparral wildfires (e.g., Minnich and Chou 1997) , or alternatively, that the fire regime has not substantially changed, and large chaparral wildfires occurred before fire suppression (e.g., Keeley et al. 1999) . The use of historical documents to support these contradictory hypotheses brings to question the precision and accuracy of the available information. This disagreement also raises a more fundamental question having broader implication for the study of historical ecology and environmental history: is it possible to reconcile inconsistent indications of ecological change supported by documentary evidence? We elucidate the limitations and proper use of historical documents for evaluating ecological change. We also address a need to distinguish 1 E-mail: brett.goforth@email.ucr.edu historical facts from anecdotes in the assessment of presuppression wildfire sizes in chaparral, so that in the aftermath of the largest wildfire disaster officially recorded in California in which ;300 000 ha were burned (the October 2003 firestorm), revision of fire suppression policy can be founded upon accurate evaluation of how the fire regime has changed as a consequence of this management. Historical sources provide the only documentation of the fire regime in chaparral before wildfires were systematically suppressed at the beginning of the 20th century. There was no concern to take official records until public policy and expenditures were committed to fire suppression management statewide by as late as the 1930s (Clar 1959: 365) . The pre-historical record of wildfire in chaparral is limited to study of charcoal abundance in marine sediment-cores extracted from annually layered deposits offshore of southern California in the coastal Pacific Ocean (Mensing et al. 1999) . Interpretation of wildfire patterns from variations in the abundance of charcoal in these sediments is unclear because the process of carbon flux from burned chaparral watersheds to sea-floor deposition is poorly constrained in both spatial and temporal scales (see review by Minnich 2001) .
Only a fragmentary history of pre-suppression wildfires has been reconstructed using numerous accounts among late-19th-century newspapers, government records, and land survey reports, annotated photographs, as well as 18th-century journals of Spanish exploration on land (e.g., Pyne 1982 , Minnich 1987 , 1988 . It has been suggested that this documentary evidence can be distinguished into four periods of anthropogenic influence on the fire regime: aboriginal era (11 000 yr BP to 1769 CE [common era]), Spanish and Mexican eras (1769-1848 CE), Anglo settlement (1848 ( -1929 , and the contemporary period (after Greenlee and Langenheim [1990] ). Yet, since the suppression of wildfire in California chaparral was not systematic prior to ca. 1900 (Clar 1959 , Pyne 1982 , Minnich 1987 , 1988 , detailed accounts of wildfires in the late 19th century provide the clearest glimpse of pre-suppression conditions that can be compared with post-suppression data formally recorded in the 20th century.
A common theme in many of these accounts are descriptions of chaparral landscapes that had a finegrained mosaic of burned patches, and were burned by wildfires that exhibited alternating patterns of smolderand-run behavior lasting for weeks and months (Minnich 1987 (Minnich , 1988 . This is unlike the present condition of chaparral influenced by fire suppression management, although still observed nearby in northern Baja California, Mexico, where wildfires are not suppressed. Both landscapes share similar vegetation distributions and environmental gradients, but modern wildfires are larger in southern California chaparral than in northern Baja California, Mexico, suggesting that large reoccurring wildfires during the 20th century were an unintended consequence of fire suppression management (see Minnich and Bahre [1995] and Minnich and Chou [1997] for comparative data on vegetation, environmental gradients, and fire patterns).
An alternative to this view is the hypothesis that the contemporary fire regime and patch mosaic in southern California shrublands have not substantially changed, regardless of fire suppression management (Keeley et al. 1999) . Historical evidence has been reinterpreted to support this hypothesis Fotheringham 2001, 2003) . It has been claimed that a pre-suppression outbreak of wildfire in September 1889 in southern California burned more area than the record large-size firestorm of October 2003 .
Our objectives are to (1) test the hypothesis that late19th-century documentary evidence indicates the southern California wildfires of October 2003 were not unprecedented in large size, and (2) underscore themes of importance for critically analyzing historical documents to evaluate ecological change. We review the cited evidence purported to document large historical wildfires in chaparral before fire suppression management was initiated, including a report of a 100 mile long by 10 mile wide (160 3 16 km) wildfire near Santa Ana in 1889; other newspaper accounts of a pre-suppression wildfire outbreak in southern California during the last week of September, 1889; statements in Forest Reserve Reports published at the end of the 19th century that describe a mosaic of burned patches within the chaparral landscape; and evidence concerning the first official wildfire in Los Angeles County that is reported to have occurred in 1878 and burned ;24 000 ha of the San Gabriel Mountains. Regional place names discussed among these case studies are shown in Fig. 1 .
METHODS
Newspaper accounts identifying persons, property, and place names are useful for reconstructing the general location of historical wildfires in California chaparral (e.g., Pyne 1982 , Minnich 1987 , 1988 , Greenlee and Langenheim 1990 . We matched the names of persons mentioned in accounts of wildfire reported near Santa Ana, California in 1889, with voter registration and property tax rolls archived at the Orange County Courthouse. Property tax receipts gave precise locations of land, while the place of residence for those who did not own property was identified by voting precinct. The residences were further located using place names mentioned in the reports that are shown on topographic map quadrangles, and verified with a historical place name index (Meadows 1966) . If possible, we crossverified these independent location references with secondary sources of information on the local history of land tenure (Stephenson 1931 , Cleland 1952 , Sleeper 1976 .
Since newspaper publication is fixed in date, this spatial relocation of burned sites can be associated with observations of weather conditions to evaluate fire behavior in relation to fuels and topography (e.g., Minnich 1987) . We compiled locations of property damage using a geographic information system (GIS) with a base map produced by the historical Vegetation Type Map (VTM) survey of California (Weislander 1935) to evaluate what fuel had burned. The VTM survey identified shrublands of chaparral and sagebrush (i.e., coastal sage scrub) in addition to other nonshrubland vegetations including woodland, grassland, and cultivated land-covers. The distribution of shrublands on the Corona VTM quadrangle closely matches the area shown on a vegetation atlas of southern California that was produced before the 1889 wildfire (Kinney 1887; Appendix A). Historical weather conditions registered nearby at Los Angeles were assembled into a daily time-series to compare with accounts of how the fire spread and extinguished.
Newspaper reports of other large wildfires in September 1889 and 1878 were similarly compared to available historical data. Although the California Statewide Fire History Database does not include the wildfires in 1889, it provided a map of the 1878 wildfire in Los Angeles County. We consulted primary source data for the 1878 wildfire, including base maps annotated with wildfire perimeters that are archived at the Water Resources Division of the Los Angeles County Department of Public Works, as well as historical accounts of the burned area. We then compared the 1878 wildfire map with independent physical evidence including a study of fire-scar dendrochronology within the perimeter, and the variability in shape of burned patches of land in this area. A measure of patch compactness was calculated for the 1878 fire perimeter and other similar sized burns that overlap the same area using the following equation (after Forman 1995:142) :
where A is area of the patch and p is perimeter length. Although these case studies differ in approach according to the available historical data, each evaluates how modern interpretation of documentary evidence can lead to mistaken conclusions of ecological change, and identifies strategies for avoiding common logical fallacies of historical thought (e.g., misplaced precision, misplaced literalism, after Fischer [1970] ).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A 100 mile (160 km) long wildfire?
According to the Santa Ana Weekly Blade, the wildfire ''originated on Noland's Rancho, just outside the boundary line of the Lomas de Santiago'' (26 September 1889, p. 3). The Los Angeles Times similarly reported that the fire started on ''Donland's sheep ranch'' (25 September, p. 1). Neither name is recorded in the Orange County property tax ledger for 1889, although ''Thomas Donlon'' was registered to vote at the Peralta precinct near the northern Santa Ana Mountains. In fact, Tom Donlon was known to live as a squatter on the nearby Lomas de Santiago Rancho, at a homestead located next to the spring in the Can˜on de la Horca that adjoins the land grant boundary (Stephenson 1931: 92-93 ; Appendix B). The place name Can˜on de la Horca was changed to Fremont Canyon on modern maps (Cleland 1952 , Meadows 1966 , Sleeper 1976 .
Property damage was reported to the west and south of Fremont Canyon (Fig. 2) , consistent with the spread of wildfire in an easterly wind as reported by the Orange News on the first day (25 September, p. 3). The Weekly Blade reported ''smoke was seen in the vicinity of the Bixby Rancho, between the Santiago Creek and the Santa Ana River'' (26 September, p. 3), west of Fremont Canyon in the Peralta Hills. The News reported that much of ''G.H. Bixby's'' fences were damaged (25 September, p. 3). The eastern boundary of the Bixby ranch was Los Bueyes Canyon (Stephenson 1931: 65-66) , now known as Weir Canyon (Meadows 1966) . The Weekly Blade later reported that pasture owned by Joseph Yoch had been ''burned over by the fire'' (3 October, p. 1). This ranch was south of Fremont Canyon, where Black Star Canyon joins the Santiago Canyon (Stephenson 1931: 111) . The News reported that ''buildings and hives'' owned by Robert Hall were burned, and that Charles Baker lost ''some empty hives and a quantity of lath fencing'' to the fire (25 September, p. 3). Both Hall and Baker were apiarists who lived in two neighboring forks of a canyon that joins with Santiago Canyon at a location ;5 km south of the modern Santiago Reservoir dam. At the time, Hall lived in the northern fork and Baker in the southern (Stephenson 1931: 25) , although modern place names of these canyons are switched (Meadows 1966: 23) . The Weekly Blade reported that buildings owned by Count Bozenta were not damaged at a location to the south in Santiago Canyon near the modern Modjeska Park (3 October, p. 1). The News reported that the fire burned to the boundary of the San Joaquin Rancho near Irvine in the Santa Ana Valley located west of Santiago Canyon (25 September, p. 3). The Riverside Daily Press & Tribune reported that a crop of grain owned by Tom Owens was burned (25 September, p. 2). He was a resident of Tustin according to the Orange County property tax rolls for 1889, and was probably leasing farmland on the nearby San Joaquin Rancho (Cleland 1952: 102) . The Times reported that train passengers had witnessed a ''fieldfire'' in the Santa Ana Valley along a portion of both sides of the train tracks (25 September, p. 3).
To estimate the extent of shrub lands that burned in the 1889 wildfire near Santa Ana, we compare the area encompassed by locations of property damage with a 1948 wildfire spread by ''Santa Ana'' winds over the same area (Los Angeles Times, 6 November, p. 1). The area of shrub lands encompassed by locations of known property damage in 1889 is similar to the perimeter of the 1948 wildfire reported in the California Statewide Fire History Database (Fig. 2) . It contains ;65% shrubland, about half of this area is coastal sage scrub and half chaparral. Thus, chaparral composes about one-third of this area (;6500 ha). In addition to shrublands, the 1889 wildfire burned field crops and grasslands in the Santa Ana Valley where farmers attempted to extinguish it by plowing ahead of the advancing fire and directly stamping out the flames (The Orange News, 25 September 1889, p. 3): ''A large number of men are engaged in fighting the fires to prevent them reaching [sic] the grain fields of the San Joaquin Ranch, and they have so far been successful by the use of a large number of horses and plows in turning under the inflammable growth and by spreading wet sacks in the course of the flames.''
The hazardous fire weather ended on the third day of burning (27 September) according to meteorological data registered nearby at Los Angeles (Appendix C), a day after the Weekly Blade proclaimed (26 September, p. 3): ''The fire in the foothills has about run its course. The rising wind yesterday morning rekindled it in a few places . . . but later in the evening it disappeared and no further damage is now anticipated.'' Articles reported by telegraph among distant newspapers misrepresented this wildfire as a widespread disaster. Distant newspapers had no means of initially verifying the telegraphed accounts, and the sensational headlines printed for reports suggest that cautious objectivity would have diminished the story. ''prominent headlines that screamed excitement often about comparatively unimportant news,'' in order to attract more profitable quantities of readership (Mott 1962:442, 539; Campbell 2001:7) .
Accuracy was compromised for sensation by the Examiner in the telegraphed report of a ranchers encounter with the wildfire (26 September 1889, p. 3):
A RANCHER'S ESCAPE. SANTA ANA, September 25.-Serious results are reported from the great foothill fire to-night. Charles Baker, a rancher living up Santiago Canyon, rode into Orange with a team and a hive of bees in his wagon. While driving over the burning district the hind end of the wagon was burned off and the bees were consumed. One horse expired shortly after arriving in Orange, and the other is in a serious condition. The man is also badly scorched. Much of his clothing is burned off and his hands and face seriously blistered.
The editor of the News later reprinted the telegraph report and commented on the exaggeration of Charles Baker's experience (9 October 1889, p. 3): ''Mr. Baker, who is an old news paper man, reads such reports as the above with a good deal of interest, and hopes the reporters won't kill him outright before they get through with him. He did not receive any injury, and his horses are doing well. . .''
Another telegraph report summarized the putative disaster caused by this wildfire (Los Angeles Times, 27 September 1889, p.5):
AROUND SANTA ANA SANTA ANA, Sept. 26.-The fire which has been burning for the past two days still continues in the can˜ons. The burned and burning district now extends over one hundred miles [160 km] from north to south, and is 10 to 18 miles [16 to 29 km] in width. Over $100,000 worth of pasture and timber has been destroyed. The Daily Press & Tribune printed this same telegraph report (27 September, p. 2), while the Examiner reported a ''special dispatch'' of the story in an expanded account (27 September, p. 2). Days later, the weekly edition of the News printed the same telegraph report, but for the locality of Santa Barbara (2 October 1889, p. 4).
The content of these news briefs was printed uniformly among the newspapers because they originated as dispatches provided by a telegraph newswire service that wrote and circulated news reports within regional newspaper markets at this time (Blondheim 1994: 172) . News briefs were purchased for publication, and composed much of the print content among American newspapers with small circulation. Thus, these different printed accounts were not necessarily independent, or accurate. Other reports by correspondents at the scene, as well as by the editors of local newspapers confirmed error in the telegraphed accounts. The Weekly Blade reported ''From the Fire'' on 26 September 1889 (p. 3):
Many false reports circulated-The danger now past.
During all of yesterday reports were brought to the city about the damage resulting from the blaze, but when they were run down the result generally proved that there was no foundation to them. . . These ''false reports'' were widely circulated by telegraph, as the Weekly Blade later reported (3 October, p. 1): ''Count Bozenta, who is in New York, received the impression from the many exaggerated telegraphic reports sent from here in regard to the fire, that his house in the Santiago Canyon had been burned, and telegraphed here yesterday morning to have the insurance policies looked after. He was misinformed. No damage has been done to his buildings.'' While conflicting accounts of telegraph reports and local correspondents indicate the unreliability of distant sources, the totality of reports from local newspapers also fail to satisfy an expectation of damages that should have resulted from a putatively 100 mile (160 km) long wildfire in 1889. For example, one should expect accounts of substantial property loss across this large region of southern California because the land was utilized for agriculture and grazing (e.g., Cleland 1951 Cleland , 1952 . It follows that one would also expect reports of insurance claims filed for burned property and destroyed agricultural commodities across this region. Yet damage was only reported near Santa Ana for this wildfire, and we found only the claim for a burned grain crop valued at $5000 (Riverside Daily Press & Tribune, 25 September 1889). In fact, the Times clarified that no disaster had occurred, issuing ''A Delayed Report of Forest Fires'' by a correspondent that traveled to Santa Ana and verified that damages reported in the telegraphed accounts were simply ''not true'' (27 September 1889, p. 4). This account contradicted the telegraph report printed on the next page (p. 5), and shows the hazard of mining newspaper archives for quotation of past events without consideration of accounts from local sources in totality.
It is likely that many individual wildfires were confused as one single event by a news wire service that produced and circulated the reports. The telegraph report in question does not explicitly state the size of a single massive wildfire, but rather that ''the burnt and burning district'' extended ''over 100 miles from north to south, and ten to eighteen miles in width.'' These are more likely the estimated dimensions of an area that would include all the nearby reported wildfires that had burned during the week or were still burning (Fig. 3) . Distance and area could not be accurately estimated near Santa Ana in 1889 because topographic maps were unavailable (Moffat 1985) .
It is necessary to evaluate why some observations provided in local accounts could be interpreted to suggest a larger wildfire than the reconstructed area. The Anaheim Gazette provided an account from the roof top balcony of the Planters Hotel in Anaheim, approximately 10 km to the north of Santa Ana (26 September, p. 3): ''The fire seemed to stretch from the mouth of the Santiago Canyon southward toward San Juan Capistrano, covering the Aliso and Trabuco ranchos, and ranging over twenty miles of territory.'' An old proverb states that smoke travels farther than flames. Given the vantage point about 10 km north in Anaheim, a column of smoke and dust to the south, carried by an easterly wind, would cloak the view of that direction like a curtain, obscuring sight of the Santa Ana valley. And so it ''seemed'' from a roof top in Anaheim that the whole Santa Ana Valley was burning off in the distance toward old San Juan Capistrano, ;30 km to the south. Another account described how the distant wildfire cast a glow upon the horizon of the night sky (Daily Press & Tribune, 25 September 1889, p. 3): ''fires in the mountains east of Santa Ana raged all day, and last night the light reflected upon the sky from the fire in that direction was plainly seen in this city.'' (The city was ;40 km distant.) The wildfire provided appreciable illumination that night because there was a new moon (Morrison 1966) , and southern California lacked urban light pollution.
Although the 1889 fire occurred before living memory, an experienced observer of wildfire provided recollections of this event in a memoir written 46 years later (Barrett 1935; L. Barrett, unpublished manuscript): ''I was living in Orange County at the time and well remember the great fire reported herein from September 24 to 26 [1889] . Nothing like it has occurred in California since the National Forests have been administered. In fact in my 33 years in the Service I have never seen a forest or brush fire equal to it. This one covered an enormous scope of country and burned very rapidly.''
The account is misleading however because his expertise in 1889 was limited to the experiences of his grammar school youth. According to his autobiography, he had just turned 15 years old and started his secondary schooling in September of 1889 (on file, Forest History Society, University of Duke Library). His career in the Forest Service began 14 years after the fire, in 1903 (Dana 1945) .
It is hazardous to rely on only one account without considering the totality of observations available among other local sources. Telegraph reports of wildfire near Santa Ana in 1889 are cited as evidence of a massive chaparral fire that occurred before fire suppression activities may have influenced the fire regime (Keeley and Fotheringham 2001 , Keeley 2004 , Keeley et al. 2004 , Keeley 2006 ). Yet, the extent of chaparral within a reconstructed area of this burn is about 40 times smaller than the size reported by telegraph. Is this evidence of a large pre-suppression wildfire in chaparral? The similarities of the 1889 and 1948 burns may suggest that fire suppression has not influenced the size of wildfires at this general location. On the other hand, the extent of unburned vegetation islands within the 1889 burn is unknown, but suggested by local accounts (e.g., Orange News, 25 September 1889, p. 3): ''A number of gentlemen rode up on the hills last night where they could look down on fires on both sides of them. . . .'' Land burned near Santa Ana in 1889 may have had a reticulate patch shape not exhibited by the 1948 wildfire perimeter.
It is more certain that this general location of the 1889 burn poorly represents chaparral because a majority of the burned landscape was other vegetation (Fig. 2) , including shrublands of coastal sage scrub, annual grasslands, and dried field crops. The modern patterning of wildfires in this region clearly indicates that coastal sage scrub and grasslands can more readily burn due to abundant cured herbaceous fuel produced each annual growing season (Minnich 1983) . Whereas chaparral, an assemblage of woody-evergreen sclerophyllous shrubs, requires decades of growth after a fire to attain an extensive flammability that is constrained by adjoining younger patches with less fuel Bahre 1995, Minnich and Chou 1997) . While many of the annual herbaceous species present in coastal sage scrub and annual grasslands are not indigenous, modern prevalent species of Avena and Brassica were widespread decades before 1889 (e.g., Emory 1859: 18; Minnich, in press).
Repetition of error
Similar or identical place names can cause confusion in locating landmarks or historical data. For example, place names in northern Baja California, Mexico, were confused with historical botanical collections from southern California, USA (Minnich 1982) . Similar place names also resulted in erroneous interpretation of an account by the Chronicle of another wildfire during the September 1889 outbreak (27 September, p. 6): The primary source reports wildfire near Ensenada in Mexico, but the secondary source states that wildfire started in Escondido (;180 km north in the USA) and spread to the city of San Diego, burning over a distance of ;60 km. The confusion appears to rest on the similarity of the place names Ensenada and Escondido, and that the account was provided to the Chronicle by telegraph from a San Diego newspaper (the Sun).
Unfortunately, place name error was not considered in a widely publicized study that intended to influence the advancement of wildfire management policy in California after the firestorm of October 2003 ). The secondary source was relied upon as evidence of a pre-suppression wildfire more massive than the record large size ;110 620 ha ''Cedar Fire'' of the 2003, suggesting that the chaparral fire regime has not substantially changed regardless of modern fire suppression management. Repetition of error can be avoided by verifying information not only with the original account, but with local sources. While the Chronicle provided a telegraphed account of ''Ensenada in Danger,'' a correspondent of the San Diego Union that traveled to Mexico later clarified, ''at no time has Ensenada been in danger'' (2 October 1889, p. 8).
Fire on Rancho Santa Margarita
The Union provided another report in the same week of September 1889 appearing to document a large historical wildfire on Rancho Santa Margarita that was witnessed by train passengers before arrival in San Diego (29 September 1889, p. 5):
Fire on Santa Marguerita [sic] An immense territory swept by the flames. Mr. Hardy, who has just returned from the Santa Marguerita [sic] ranch, says that for three days a number of men have been fighting the flames. The fire originated at the Coral del Luce [sic] and extended to the Santa Rosa Mountains, and the east wind then brought on fire in the direction of the ranch, and it is estimated that fully 65,000 acres [26 315 ha] were burned before the fire was extinguished. He reports that the fire is still raging in the mountains and the people in that section say it is the worst ever known.
Fundamental details of the wildfire are not discussed, including how the size was estimated, or what vegetation burned, or what criteria of valuation characterized this fire as the ''worst ever known?'' It is necessary to consider the historical context of this report to interpret ecological conditions. Trains passed along the southern edge of Rancho Santa Margarita (Fig. 1) , on the California Southern Railway from San Diego to Colton, with a stop at the Corral de la Luz station near the Santa Margarita ranch house (Pourade 1964: 158-162) . The primary activity on the rancho was cattle production that utilized extensive pastures (Baumgartner 1989) . A biography of the Baumgartner family that resided on the rancho provided concern for only grass fires on the rancho, stating (Baumgartner 1989:46) : ''The biggest fear that Uncle Jerome and all the vaqueros had was of grass fires. If a grass fire were to start, there was no way of controlling it and it would go on burning until it had burned itself out. And it was the grass that fed the cattle that was the sustenance that made the ranch go.'' This brings to question the relevance of the Union account for evaluating the size of pre-suppression wildfire in chaparral landscapes. Men were reportedly engaged in activities to extinguish wildfire on the rancho, and an estimated total of 65 000 acres (26 315 ha) was reported to have burned before the wildfire was extinguished, although fire was ''still raging in the mountains.'' Thus, the report emphasized damage to land having direct economic value, i.e., cattle pastures, because only the burned area on the rancho was estimated. In fact, the informant for the Union account, Mr. Hardy, was a worker on the rancho (Baumgartner 1989) . The burned area of neighboring mountains covered with coastal sage scrub and chaparral was not estimated because these shrublands had little economic value in cattle production.
Misplaced precision
It is essential to evaluate the appraisal of a historically reported quantity. The report that 65 000 acres (26 315 ha) was burned on Rancho Santa Margarita by a wildfire in 1889 could not have been estimated with the aid of topographic maps because this information was first available nine years after the fire (Moffat 1985) . Given the imprecision in this historical context, the reported quantity of burned area cannot be an accurate representation of the wildfires size. It is not possible to accurately reconstruct the location of this wildfire because the reported landmarks are indefinite, and other documentary evidence is lacking. Yet, it is certain that comparing this reported quantity of burned area with the size of modern wildfires that are measured would represent the historical data with greater precision than the available means of detection, i.e., the fallacy of misplaced precision (Fischer 1970: 61) .
Another example of misplaced precision is provided by the Forest Reserve Reports of land surveys in the mountains of southern California during the late 19th century. These pre-suppression reports describe the chaparral landscape as a mosaic of small patches burned at different times. For example, the Forest Reserve Report for the San Jacinto Mountains states (Leiberg 1899: 354) : ''It is almost certain that the entire brushcovered area of the reserve has been repeatedly destroyed by fire in the past. Recent fires-that is to say, within the last eight or ten years-have burned over about 14,000 or 15,000 acres [;5000-6000 ha] scattered throughout the reserve in small tracts.' ' Leiberg (1900: 463-464) provides further description of the pre-suppression chaparral mosaic: ''It is a growth which varies from extremely dense to thin or open, but rarely forms very large, uninterrupted patches. The dense portions are commonly separated by narrow lanes [recent burns], which are either wholly free from brush, or bear a scattered growth so thin as to offer no serious obstacles to travel.'' Since mapping wildfires in chaparral was not a mandate of the land survey, or even feasible, Leiberg only proffered vague generalizations summarizing the extent of burned areas.
However, qualitative aspects of these statements suggest a difference with the present coarse-grained patch mosaic, but are similar to modern observations of the chaparral landscape nearby in northern Baja California, Mexico, where wildfires are not suppressed (Minnich 1987 (Minnich , 1988 . On the other hand, Leiberg reported a small quantity of recently burned land in comparison to the total area of chaparral in the reserve. This has been alternatively suggested to indicate a coarse-grained chaparral mosaic not substantially different from that patterned by the contemporary fire regime (Keeley and Fotheringham 2001 , Keeley 2006 ). Yet, the quantitative estimate of recently burned area misrepresents the precision of this historical survey. It is likely that Leiberg did not detect a significant number of recent burns in the chaparral because the survey was limited to ground reconnaissance, and had not been calibrated with time-series observation of vegetation growth after fire. Such imprecision does not diminish the importance of these accounts in providing description of the historical chaparral landscape, rather it limits modern interpretation to qualitative comparison.
The first official wildfire in Los Angeles County
An 1878 wildfire in Los Angeles County is reported as an official statistic in the California Statewide Fire History Database. This is the first wildfire in the database for Los Angeles County, and the official statistic represents a perimeter encompassing a large extent of land (;24 000 ha) compared to subsequent fires. This statistic has been cited as evidence that large wildfires occurred in southern California chaparral before fire suppression may have had a possibility of influencing the fire regime (Keeley et al. 1999) . However, the 1878 wildfire is an anomaly in the California Statewide Fire History Database because it predates all other data for Los Angeles County by 17 years, even though local newspapers, beginning as early as the 1850s, continuously reported accounts of many wildfires during this period (Minnich 1987) . The fire perimeter was plotted on seven U.S. Geological Survey topographic map quadrangles with dates of printing no less than 61 years after the fire (on file, Water Resources Division, Los Angeles County Department of Public Works). The perimeter could only have been retrospectively mapped because the first topographic maps in this region were available 16 years after 1878 (Moffat 1985) . No other information was available, including the date of the fire, or the methods used to map its perimeter.
Yet, independent physical evidence indicates that the 1878 perimeter is not an accurate representation of a burn. For example, dendrochronology study of an area at Mt. Gleason within the perimeter did not detect wildfire in 1878, despite that annual growth rings of trees exhibited fire scars in years before and after 1878 (Kerr 1996) . Moreover, the 1878 perimeter lacks convolution, a shape characteristic shared by other fire perimeters that overlap the same area. A measure of compactness for the 1878 perimeter (after Forman 1995) is nearly two times greater than a contemporary wildfire of similar size that overlapped portions of the same area (Fig. 4) . Thus, the 1878 perimeter is apparently more the work of a cartographer's swift pen stroke, rather than the swift flames of a brushfire.
Local reports in the Los Angeles Evening Express and Los Angeles Herald state a wildfire ignited in this vicinity on 10 September 1878, but the accounts lack sufficient detail to verify the extent of burned land. Again, reporting was focused on damages to land having economic value, as well as to describing the natural spectacle. The likely source used to reconstruct the 1878 wildfire perimeter was provided by a secondary source 52 years later (Mendenhall 1930; W. Mendenhall, unpublished manuscript) . Land in the San Gabriel Mountains was designated as Forest Reserve in 1892, and National Forest in 1910. Mendenhall, who was the first Forest Supervisor, prepared a manuscript of past wildfires in this landscape, including the 1878 wildfire (Mendenhall 1930; W. Mendenhall, unpublished manuscript) : ''In the summer of 1878 old residents report a very disastrous fire occurred in this region. It was started by the Mexican herdsman of Theodore Verdugo at a point on the old Verdugo Ranch, now the town of Mentrose [sic] . This fire is reported to have completely burned over the San Rafael Hills and a large portion of the Verdugo Hills, and then spread to the Sierra Madre Mountains, burning continuously until it was extinguished by late fall rains. This fire was said to have burned the front country from La Canada to the Big Tujunga, and sweeping over the Mt. Lukens Range, dropped into the Big Tujunga watershed and completely burned out that drainage as far east as Alder creek.'' The 1878 wildfire was reconstructed by Mendenhall using regional place names displayed on available maps. These locations are more precise than those reported 52 years earlier in accounts by the Herald and Evening Express. Yet, the wildfire origin reported by Mendenhall contradicts these primary accounts (Evening Express, 11 September, p. 3; Herald 12 September, p. 3), suggesting there were many individual burns in this vicinity instead of a single wildfire as represented by the 1878 perimeter. In fact, the Herald had reported in summary of the week that ''there were some five or six different fires burning at once '' (20 September 1878, p. 3) .
Although the authenticity of the 1878 perimeter cannot be verified from the available historical data, independent physical evidence indicates it is not an accurate representation of a burn. Inclusion of the 1878 perimeter in the California Statewide Fire History Database, as well as comparative analysis with measurements of modern fire perimeters recorded in Los Angeles County provides an example of how erroneous precision can also result from misplaced literalism (Fischer 1970: 58) , i.e., the misrepresentation of historical anecdote as fact.
CONCLUSIONS
Historical documents provide inadequate information for reconstructing a statistical distribution of presuppression fire sizes to compare with post-suppression data. Since it is not possible to evaluate the size of presuppression wildfires within a probabilistic context of occurrence, documentary evidence of a large historical wildfire would not necessarily establish that the chaparral fire regime is unchanged. Statistical distributions of wildfire sizes are inherently long-tailed (e.g., Weibull distributions), so a large burn may represent an improbable event in the pre-suppression fire regime of chaparral, especially since many late-19th-century accounts provide descriptions of chaparral landscapes with a fine-grained mosaic of burned patches (Minnich 1987 (Minnich , 1988 . Such conditions would differ from the postsuppression fire regime that is characterized by recurrent large burns and a coarse grained mosaic of burned patches, i.e., an altered fire regime where large burns frequently reoccur.
Since historical and pre-historical records of wildfire in California chaparral provide inconclusive data for evaluating the effects of fire suppression management, it has proven most useful to examine a similar chaparral landscape nearby in northern Baja California, Mexico, where wildfires are not suppressed. A time series of spatially explicit fire perimeter data mapped using repeat aerial photography from 1920 to 1971 clearly shows that burns are larger in southern California chaparral than in northern Baja California, the largest of which differ by more than an order of magnitude (see Minnich and Chou 1997) . The difference in wildfire size is abruptly observed at a political boundary where two nations otherwise share similar environmental gradients and vegetation distributions (see Minnich and Bahre 1995) .
These observations suggest that recurrent large wildfires in California chaparral during the 20th century, including the firestorm of October 2003, were an unintended consequence of fire suppression management. The systematic suppression of ignitions is a likely factor promoting large wildfires and a coarse-grained mosaic for three reasons: (1) fire suppression defers burning of patches relative to local thresholds of fuel accumulation (live and dead biomass) that are requisite for wildfire propagation, thus increasing fuel continuity over the landscape; (2) it selects for escaped fires in mature patches to coincide with the most hazardous weather when ignitions are least effectively extinguished, e.g., during autumn ''Santa Ana'' winds or summer ''heatwaves''; and these conditions in combination (3), favor rapid fire- spread rates and more extensive overlap (reburn) of adjoining patches (see Minnich and Chou 1997) . The alternative hypothesis proposes potential differences in the occurrence of hazardous fire weather and ignitions to account for the trans-border disparity in wildfire size (e.g., Fotheringham 2001, 2003; cf. Minnich 2001 cf. Minnich , 2006 , and is a subject of continuing research.
Broader implications
Detecting changes in ecosystems may require data gathered over broad temporal and spatial scales. Historical documents can provide useful indication of ecological conditions before alteration by contemporary management or pollution, especially in places where prehistoric records are unavailable or the interpretation is unclear. It is necessary to critically examine all available historical documentation to reconcile problems of imprecision and inaccuracy that are inherent with this approach. If historical data is lacking, an alternative may be to study chronosequences of sites, i.e., substitute space-for-time (Pickett 1989) . On the other hand, spatially explicit time series observation of ecosystems segregated by political boundaries can provide clear indication of differences associated with land use history, i.e., observe space-through-time. The border region shared by the United States and Mexico provides a fortuitous opportunity to study paired landscapes with differing land management (e.g., Webster and Bahre 2001 , Fernandez and Carson 2002 , Cartron et al. 2005 , and can complement the analysis of historical documents to evaluate how ecosystems have changed. Moreover, remote ecosystems located throughout the border region of northern Mexico may provide the best approximation of an empirical control group in comparison with nearby altered ecosystems in the Southwestern United States, especially for the testing of hypothesis concerning climate change (e.g. Westerling et al. 2006) .
